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My New Gender Workbook Oct 29 2022 "This updated edition of Bornstein's
formative My Gender Workbook (1997) provides an invigorating introduction to
contemporary theory around gender, sexuality, and power. The original is a classic
of modern transgender theory and literature and, alongside Bornstein's other
work, has influenced an entire generation of trans writers and artists. This revised
and expanded edition extends that legacy, offering an accessible foundation for
examining gender in the reader's life and in the broader culture while arguing for
the dismantling of all forms of oppression. For fans of the original, Bornstein's
new material merits a fresh read..."--Publishers Weekly, starred review Cultural
theorists have written loads of smart but difficult-to-fathom texts on gender
theory, but most fail to provide a hands-on, accessible guide for those trying to
sort out their own sexual identities. In My Gender Workbook, transgender activist
Kate Bornstein brings theory down to Earth and provides a practical approach to
living with or without a gender. Bornstein starts from the premise that there are
not just two genders performed in today's world, but countless genders lumped
under the two-gender framework. Using a unique, deceptively simple and always
entertaining workbook format, complete with quizzes, exercises, and puzzles,
Bornstein gently but firmly guides readers toward discovering their own unique
gender identity. Since its first publication in 1997, My Gender Workbook has been
challenging, encouraging, questioning, and helping those trying to figure out how
to become a "real man," a "real woman," or "something else entirely." In this
exciting new edition of her classic text, Bornstein re-examines gender in light of
issues like race, class, sexuality, and language. With new quizzes, new puzzles,
new exercises, and plenty of Kate's playful and provocative style, My New Gender
Workbook promises to help a new generation create their own unique place on the

gender spectrum.
The Transgender Studies Reader Nov 18 2021 Transgender studies is the latest
area of academic inquiry to grow out of the exciting nexus of queer theory,
feminist studies, and the history of sexuality. Because transpeople challenge our
most fundamental assumptions about the relationship between bodies, desire, and
identity, the field is both fascinating and contentious. The Transgender Studies
Reader puts between two covers fifty influential texts with new introductions by
the editors that, taken together, document the evolution of transgender studies in
the English-speaking world. By bringing together the voices and experience of
transgender individuals, doctors, psychologists and academically-based theorists,
this volume will be a foundational text for the transgender community,
transgender studies, and related queer theory.
Gender and Sexual Identity Feb 09 2021 The first comprehensive presentation of
an explicitly transgender theory. This theory goes beyond feminist and queer
theory by incorporating the idea of fluid embodiment and lived experience in
conceptualizing gender and sexual identity. Beyond developing a formulation of
transgender theory that incorporates the socially constructed, embodied, and selfconstructed aspects of identity in the narrative of lived experiences, the authors
discuss the implications of this “trans-identity theory” for theory, research, and
practice.
A Queer and Pleasant Danger Apr 23 2022 Presents the life of a Jewish boy who
joined the Church of Scientology and left twelve years later, ultimately
transitioning to a woman and becoming a civil rights activist and gender outlaw.
Surpassing Certainty Apr 11 2021 The writer, TV host, and advocate examines her
life and career, including the challenges of being trans, a woman, and a person of
color.
A Queer and Pleasant Danger Nov 06 2020 The stunningly orignial memoir of a
nice Jewish boy who left the Church of Scientology to become the lovely lady she is
today In the early 1970s, a boy from a Conservative Jewish family joined the
Church of Scientology. In 1981, that boy officially left the movement and
ultimately transitioned into a woman. A few years later, she stopped calling herself
a woman—and became a famous gender outlaw. Gender theorist, performance
artist, and author Kate Bornstein is set to change lives with her stunningly
original memoir. Wickedly funny and disarmingly honest, this is Bornstein's most
intimate book yet, encompassing her early childhood and adolescence, college at
Brown, a life in the theater, three marriages and fatherhood, the Scientology
hierarchy, transsexual life, LGBTQ politics, and life on the road as a sought-after
speaker. “A singular achievement and gift to the generations of queers who
consider her our Auntie, and all those who will follow.” —Lambda Literary
“Breathless, passionate, and deeply honest, A Queer and Pleasant Danger is a
wonderful book. Read it and learn.” —Samuel R. Delany, author of Dhalgren
Handbook of Parenting Mar 10 2021 Despite the fact that most people become
parents and everyone who has ever lived has had parents, parenting remains a
mystifying subject about which almost everyone has opinions, but about which few
people agree. Striking permutations on the theme of parenting are
emerging--single parenthood, blended families, lesbian and gay parents, and teen

versus fifties first-time moms and dads. Divided into four volumes, the Handbook
of Parenting is concerned with different types of parents, basic characteristics of
parenting, forces that shape parenting, problems faced by parents, and the
practical sides of parenting. Contributors have worked in different ways toward
understanding all of these diverse aspects of parenting and look to the most
recent research and thinking in the field to shed light on many topics every parent
has wondered about. Because development is too subtle, dynamic, and intricate to
admit that parental caregiving alone determines the course and outcome of
ontogeny, volume 1 concerns how children influence parenting. Volume 2 relates
parenting to its biological roots and sets parenting in its ecological framework.
Volume 3 distinguishes among the cast of characters responsible for parenting
and is revealing of the psychological make-ups and social interests of those
individuals. Volume 4 describes problems of parenting as well as the promotion of
positive parenting practices. Written to be read and absorbed in a single sitting,
each chapter addresses a different but central topic in parenting, and is rooted in
current thinking and theory as well as classic and modern research on that topic.
All chapters follow a standard organization including an introduction to the
chapter as a whole followed by historical considerations of the topic, a discussion
of central issues and theory, a review of classic and modern research, forecasts of
future directions for theory and research, and a conclusion. In addition to
considering their own convictions and research, the chapter contributors present
and broadly interpret all major points of view and central lines of inquiry.
Through the Door of Life May 12 2021 National Jewish Book Award Finalist for
Memoir
How to Survive Death and Other Inconveniences Oct 25 2019 Many are haunted
and obsessed by their own eventual deaths, but perhaps no one as much as Sue
William Silverman. This thematically linked collection of essays charts Silverman’s
attempt to confront her fears of that ultimate unknown. Her dread was fomented
in part by a sexual assault, hidden for years, that led to an awareness that death
and sex are in some ways inextricable, an everyday reality many women know too
well. Through gallows humor, vivid realism, and fantastical speculation, How to
Survive Death and Other Inconveniences explores this fear of death and the
author’s desire to survive it. From cruising New Jersey’s industry-blighted
landscape in a gold Plymouth to visiting the emergency room for maladies both
real and imagined to suffering the stifling strictness of an intractable piano
teacher, Silverman guards her memories for the same reason she resurrects
archaic words—to use as talismans to ward off the inevitable. Ultimately,
Silverman knows there is no way to survive death physically. Still, through
language, commemoration, and metaphor, she searches for a sliver of
transcendent immortality.
Female Masculinity Dec 07 2020 Halberstam catalogs the diversity of gender
expressions among masculine women from 19th-century pre-lesbian practices to
contemporary drag king performances. "Thank goodness for the dashing Judith
Halberstam! Her new book is a smart, entertaining, and informed tour of that
most threatening of cultural identities: the masculine female. Oh yum!"--Kate
Bornstein, author of "My Gender Workbook". 38 photos. Copyright © Libri GmbH.

All rights reserved.
Read My Lips Oct 17 2021 Riki Anne Wilchins has written the book that may take
the discussion of gender over the top. Read My Lips: Sexual Subversion and the
tend of Gender, a frontal assault on both the status quo in academic studies and
the full spectrum of single-issue identity politics, will change the way you think
about bodies, sex, and gender. Yours and everyone else's.Combining the
theoretical breakthroughs of Judith Butler's Gender Trouble and the performance
revelations of Kate Bornstein's Gender Outlaw, Wilchins -- cofounder of the
Transsexual Menace -- moves the dialogue to a new level. In a voice that is by
turns outraged, outrageous, sad, and hilarious, the author weaves theory and
personal experience into a compelling story of self-discovery. She redefines what it
means to be "gendered", both by the way she lives and the accessible theoretical
narrative she constructs.Read My Lips, with its unique mix of theory and
application, anecdote and affront, will appeal to feminists, queer academics,
activists, transpeople, "the-queer-on-the-street", and the increasing audience of
mainstream readers hungry for writing that pushes the absolute edge of the
gender envelope.OUT Magazine says that the author "has surfaced as the
Superhero of this burgeoning (transgender) movement". Wilchins, herself, signs
off on her email as follows: "Just your average straight white guy with a cunt who
really digs lezzie chicks like me". Rarely have smarts and chutzpah produced such
good effect.
The Gender Quest Workbook Jul 22 2019 This one-of-a-kind, comprehensive
workbook will help you navigate your gender identity and expression at home, in
school, and with peers. If you are a transgender and gender-nonconforming
(TGNC) teen, you may experience unique challenges with identity and
interpersonal relationships. In addition to experiencing common teen challenges
such as body changes and peer pressure, you may be wondering how to express
your unique identity to others. The Gender Quest Workbook incorporates skills,
exercises, and activities from evidence-based therapies—such as cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT)—to help you address the broad range of struggles you
may encounter related to gender identity, such as anxiety, isolation, fear, and even
depression. Despite outdated beliefs, gender no longer implies being simply male
or female, but rather a whole spectrum of possibilities. This fun, engaging
workbook is designed specifically for teens like you who want to explore the
concept of gender and gender identity and expression—whether you already
identify as TGNC or are simply questioning your gender identity. The activities in
this book will help you explore your identity internally, interpersonally, and
culturally. And along the way, you’ll learn how to effectively express yourself and
make informed decisions on how to navigate your gender with family, friends,
classmates, and coworkers. The book also includes chapters on sex and dating,
balancing multiple identities, and how to deal with stressful challenges when they
arise. The Gender Quest Workbook also features a brief downloadable guide for
clinicians that explains ways professionals can better serve gender-expansive
youth. The guide will address ways to help youth working with gender identity
build resilience against gender minority stress, among other topics. This book has
been selected as an Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies Self-Help

Book Recommendation—an honor bestowed on outstanding self-help books that
are consistent with cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) principles and that
incorporate scientifically tested strategies for overcoming mental health
difficulties. Used alone or in conjunction with therapy, our books offer powerful
tools readers can use to jump-start changes in their lives.
Trans Power Jan 20 2022 'All those layers of expectation that are thrust upon us;
boy, masculine, femme, transgender, sexual, woman, real, are such a weight to
carry round. I feel transgressive. I feel hybrid. I feel trans.' In this radical and
emotionally raw book, Juno Roche pushes the boundaries of trans representation
by redefining 'trans' as an identity with its own power and strength, that goes
beyond the gender binary. Through intimate conversations with leading and
influential figures in the trans community, such as Kate Bornstein, Travis
Alabanza, Josephine Jones, Glamrou and E-J Scott, this book highlights the
diversity of trans identities and experiences with regard to love, bodies, sex, race
and class, and urges trans people - and the world at large - to embrace a 'trans'
identity as something that offers empowerment and autonomy. Powerfully written,
and with humour and advice throughout, this book is essential reading for anyone
interested in the future of gender and how we identify ourselves.
Hello Cruel World Jul 26 2022 Celebrated transsexual trailblazer Kate Bornstein
has, with more humor and spunk than any other, ushered us into a world of
limitless possibility through a daring re-envisionment of the gender system as we
know it. Here, Bornstein bravely and wittily shares personal and unorthodox
methods of survival in an often cruel world. A one-of-a-kind guide to staying alive
outside the box, Hello, Cruel World is a much-needed unconventional approach to
life for those who want to stay on the edge, but alive. Hello, Cruel World features a
catalog of 101 alternatives to suicide that range from the playful (moisturize!), to
the irreverent (shatter some family values), to the highly controversial. Designed
to encourage readers to give themselves permission to unleash their hearts'
harmless desires, the book has only one directive: "Don't be mean." It is this
guiding principle that brings its reader on a self-validating journey, which forges
wholly new paths toward a resounding decision to choose life. Tenderly intimate
and unapologetically edgy, Kate Bornstein is the radical role model, the
affectionate best friend, and the guiding mentor all in one.
He's My Daughter Jan 08 2021 A shocking phone call from their distraught
daughter-in-law was how Lynda and Richard Langley learnt that their son had
started his transition from a man to a woman. The mad rush to their son's hospital
bedside, anguish and fear for his physical health, shock from the nature of his
injury, and the dread of the challenges to be faced in the coming months and
years... Lynda's account of how she adjusted to the reality that her eldest son had
decided to physically become a woman is the story of a family. Tears and laughter,
support and withdrawal, accompany Toni -- now the eldest daughter -- as she maps
out her new life. And with her all the time is Lynda, her mother. Helping to select
her wardrobe, guiding her in the subtleties of speech and behaviour, and
supporting her, especially in the early stages of her new life as a woman. A
mother's story of losing a son and gaining a daughter -- a transsexual transition
and a mother's love. While there have been some accounts of transsexual

transition published on the web, this is the first account from a parent's
perspective, and the first to be published in book form.
Gender & Sexuality For Beginners Feb 27 2020 What does sexual orientation
mean if the very categories of gender are in question? How do we measure
equality when our society’s definitions of “male” and “female” leave out much of
the population? There is no consensus on what a “real” man or woman is, where
one’s sex begins and ends, or what purpose the categories of masculine and
feminine traits serve. While significant strides have been made in recent years on
behalf of women’s, gay and lesbian rights, there is still a large division between
the law and day-to-day reality for LGBTQIA and female-identified individuals in
American society. The practices, media outlets and institutions that privilege
heterosexuality and traditional gender roles as “natural” need a closer
examination. Gender & Sexuality For Beginners considers the uses and limitations
of biology in defining gender. Questioning gender and sex as both categories and
forms of compulsory identification, it critically examines the issues in the
historical and contemporary construction, meaning and perpetuation of gender
roles. Gender & Sexuality For Beginners interweaves neurobiology, psychology,
feminist, queer and trans theory, as well as historical gay and lesbian activism to
offer new perspectives on gender inequality, ultimately pointing to the clear
inadequacy of gender categories and the ways in which the sex-gender system
oppresses us all.
Take Me There Apr 30 2020 From the founding editor of Cleis Press' bestselling
Best Lesbian Erotica series (also available from Turnaround) comes a daring new
project - a collection of erotica by and for transfolk, FTMs, MTFs, genderqueers,
gender outlaws and two-spirited, intersex and gender-variant people. Many of the
characters populating the pages of this sizzling collection consciously reinvent, reimagine and play with gender during sex. The names they give themselves or each
other during sex can taunt and tease - but they always signify the presence of
gender.
GenderQueer-Voices from Beyond the Sexual Binary Jul 14 2021 When
GenderQueer was first published in 2002, it was groundbreaking, even inventing a
new word for those whose voices had been hidden behind the walls of the gender
binary. Now—finally!—it's republished, and those voices are still fresh and
compelling in a volume that can take its place as one of the field's early and most
original "classics." Michael Kimmel SUNY Distinguished Professor of Sociology
and Gender Studies Stony Brook University (retired) Perhaps more than any other
issue, gender identity has galvanized the queer community in recent years. The
questions go beyond the nature of male/female to a yet-to-be-traversed region that
lies somewhere between and beyond biologically determined gender. In this
groundbreaking anthology, first published nearly two decades ago, three experts
in gender studies and politics navigate around rigid, societally imposed concepts
of two genders to discover and illuminate the limitless possibilities of identity.
Thirty first-person accounts of gender construction, exploration, and questioning
provide the groundwork for cultural discussion, political action, and even greater
possibilities of autonomous gender choices. Joan Nestle is the cofounder of the
Lesbian Herstory Archives in New York and the writer and editor of six books

including the groundbreaking Women on Women series. Riki Wilchins is the
executive director of GenderPAC, the national gender advocacy group, and the
cofounder of the Gender Identity Project of New York City's Lesbian and Gay
Center. She is the author of Read My Lips: Sexual Subversion and the End of
Gender, Gender Theory, Burn the Binary and TransGRESSIVE. Clare Howell is a
senior librarian at the Brooklyn Public Library.
My Transvestite Addictions Jan 28 2020 A middle-aged transvestite presents his
unusual life story in a fiction-inspired-by-fact account, describing his complex
struggles with crossdressing and gender identity and his efforts to deal with
various chronic addictions, including those involving alcohol, call girls, strippers,
sex, and spending money. The diverse stories in the book range from serious to
funny to outrageous and are written in an unflinchingly personal style that is also
earthy, sexy, and sometimes politically incorrect.
There Is No Word for It Sep 04 2020
Relationship Nov 25 2019 Documenting a six-year relationship with photos, video
stills, letters and ephemera, this book is a stunning, intimate, and wholly original
visual narrative by two rising artists who "put[s] queer consciousness on the front
burner." Male becomes female. Female becomes male. Life becomes art. Private
becomes public. A major feature of the 2014 Whitney Biennial, this series of
photographs that the New York Times called "extremely provocative" explores
ideas of transformation both physical and psychological. It's the story of two
people in love, in a culture where the notion of gender has become more fluid and
at a time when trans people have never been more accepted. As both subjects and
creators of these images, Drucker and Ernst, both of whom transitioned gender,
represent themselves in the midst of shifting subjectivities and identities.
Collectively, these photographs, which have been compared to the work of Larry
Clark, Nan Goldin, and Cindy Sherman, document the story of their romantic and
creative collaboration over a period of six years. Simultaneously narrative and
documentary, they touch on a host of dynamics, offering autobiography as
ambiguity and unraveling identity as a construction.
Fine: A Comic About Gender Jun 01 2020 A vibrant and informative debut with
“great documentary power” (Alison Bechdel), Fine is an elegantly illustrated
celebration of the transgender community. As graphic artist Rhea Ewing neared
college graduation in 2012, they became consumed by the question: What is
gender? This obsession sparked a quest in which they eagerly approached both
friends and strangers in their quiet Midwest town for interviews to turn into
comics. A decade later, this project exploded into a sweeping portrait of the
intricacies of gender expression with interviewees from all over the country.
Questions such as “How do you Identify” produced fiercely honest stories of
dealing with adolescence, taking hormones, changing pronouns—and how these
experiences can differ, often drastically, depending on culture, race, and religion.
Amidst beautifully rendered scenes emerges Ewing’s own story of growing up in
rural Kentucky, grappling with their identity as a teenager, and ultimately finding
themself through art—and by creating something this very fine. Tender and wise,
inclusive and inviting, Fine is an indispensable account for anyone eager to define
gender in their own terms.

Genderqueer and Non-Binary Genders Dec 27 2019 This book addresses the
emerging field of genderqueer or non-binary genders - that is, individuals who do
not identify as male or female. It considers theoretical, research, practice, and
activist perspectives; and outlines a basis for good practice when working with nonbinary individuals. The first section provides an overview of historical, legal and
academic aspects of this phenomenon. The second section explores how
psychotherapeutic, psychological and psychiatric theory and practice are adapting
to a non-binary model of gender, and the third section considers the body related
aspects, from endocrinology to surgery. This work will appeal to a wide readership,
from practitioners working with non-binary individuals - including psychologists,
surgeons, social workers, nurses, psychiatrists, endocrinologists, psychotherapists
and counselors, lawyers, and healthcare workers - to researchers interested in the
study of gender identities, to students and gender activists.
The Transgender Phenomenon Mar 30 2020 "Dave King and Richard Ekins are the
leading world sociologists in this field. The book brings together a brilliant
synthesis of history, case studies, ideas and positions as they have emerged over
the past thirty years, and brings together a rich but always grounded account of
this field, providing a state of the art of critical concepts and ideas to take this
field further during the twenty first century." - Ken Plummer, University of Essex
"An outstanding survey of the evolution of trans phenomena, splendidly written,
highly informative, scholarly at its best, yet easy to read even for those neither
trans nor sociologist. Ekins and King, experts in the field, unroll the panoramas of
sex, gender, and transgendering that have evloved during the last decades. For
everyone wanting to understand the interaction of women and men and of those
who cannot or will not identify with either of these two cataegories, reading this
book is a must, and a real pleasure." - Friedmann Pfaefflin, University of ULM This
groundbreaking study sets out a framework for exploring transgender diversity for
the new millennium. It sets forth an original and comprehensive research and
provides a wealth of vivid illustrative material. Based on two decades of fieldwork,
life history work, qualitative analysis, archival work and contact with several
thousand cross-dressers and sex-changers around the world, the authors
distinguish a number of contemporary transgendering 'stories' to illustrate: The
binary male/female divide The interrelations betwen sex, sexuality and gender The
interrelations between the main sub-processes of transgendering. Wonderfully
insightful, The Transgender Phenomenon develops an original and innovative
conceptual framkework for understanding the full range of the transgender
experience.
Gender Outlaws Jun 25 2022 This groundbreaking and inspiring collection of
dozens of our most original trans voices is a “smart, sexy, and entertaining” (Jack
Halberstam) exploration of gender today. Transgender narratives have made their
way from the margins to the mainstream and back again, and today’s trans and
nonbinary people, genderqueers, and other sex/gender radicals are writing a
drastically new world into being. Edited by the original gender outlaw, Kate
Bornstein, together with writer, raconteur, and theater artist S. Bear Bergman,
Gender Outlaws collects and contextualizes the work of this generation's trans and
genderqueer forward thinkers—new voices from the stage, on the streets, in the

workplace, in the bedroom, and on the pages and websites of the world's most
respected publications. Gender Outlaws includes essays, commentary, comic art,
and conversations from a diverse group of trans-spectrum people who live and
believe in barrier-breaking lives.
Fifty Key Figures in Queer US Theatre Aug 23 2019 Whether creating Broadway
musicals, experimental dramas, or outrageous comedies, the performers,
directors, playwrights, designers, and producers profiled in this collection have
contributed to the representation of LGBTQ lives and culture in a variety of
theatrical venues, both within the queer community and across the US theatrical
landscape. Moving from the era of the Stonewall Riots to today, notable scholars
in the field bring a wide variety of queer theatre artists into conversation with
each other, exploring connections and differences in race, gender, physical ability,
national origin, class, generation, aesthetic modes, and political goals, creating a
diverse and inclusive study of 50 years of queer theatre. For readers seeking an
introduction to or a deeper understanding of LGBTQ theatre, this volume offers
thought-provoking analyses of theatre-makers both celebrated and lesser-known,
mainstream and subversive, canonical and new.
Gender Stories Sep 23 2019 Essential for anyone who seeks to understand the
contemporary gender landscape, Gender Stories defines gender as the socially
constructed meanings that are assigned to bodies. The book helps readers
navigate issues of gender by introducing them to the ubiquitous gender binary,
the problems with much of the research on gender differences, and the variety of
gender stories in popular culture. At the heart of the book is a description of the
process of becoming a gendered person through crafting and performing gender
stories. Because each gender performance is unique, a virtually unlimited number
of genders existsnot just two, as the gender binary would have us believe. The
same multiplicity that characterizes the gender landscape characterizes the
individual, who typically changes gender multiple times a day and across the
lifespan. In Gender Stories, personal gender performances are framed within a
philosophy of choice. Readers are encouraged to become more conscious of the
choices they have in constructing their gender identities and to allow others the
same choice by respecting their gender performances. Readers will easily find a
place for themselves in the book, regardless of their views on gender, because one
perspective on gender is not presented as the right one. Gender Stories affirms
and legitimizes diverse perspectives as providing more comprehensive knowledge
about gender for everyone.
Nearly Roadkill Feb 21 2022 Two cybersex operators--a man and a woman--defy a
U.S. law requiring a permit to use the Internet. Their campaign of protest leads to
a general shutdown of e-mail operations across the world. By the author of Gender
Outlaw.
Stone Butch Blues Aug 03 2020 Published in 1993, this brave, original novel is
considered to be the finest account ever written of the complexities of a
transgendered existence. Woman or man? Thats the question that rages like a
storm around Jess Goldberg, clouding her life and her identity. Growing up
differently gendered in a blue--collar town in the 1950s, coming out as a butch in
the bars and factories of the prefeminist 60s, deciding to pass as a man in order to

survive when she is left without work or a community in the early 70s. This
powerful, provocative and deeply moving novel sees Jess coming full circle, she
learns to accept the complexities of being a transgendered person in a world
demanding simple explanations: a he-she emerging whole, weathering the
turbulence.
You're Teaching My Child What? Jun 20 2019 Exposes the lies and misconceptions
about sex education taught to American children in school, including information
on sexually transmitted diseases, contraception, and homosexuality.
Pomosexuals Dec 19 2021 PoMoSexual: the queer erotica reality beyond the
boundaries of gender, separatism, and essentialist notions of sexual orientation.
How to Understand Your Gender Mar 22 2022 'For anyone who's ever wished they
had a smart, kind, friend with whom they could calmly and safely discuss gender
issues: this most excellent book is that kind of friend'. - Kate Bornstein, author of
Gender Outlaw Have you ever questioned your own gender identity? Do you know
somebody who is transgender or who identifies as non-binary? Do you ever feel
confused when people talk about gender diversity? This down-to-earth guide is for
anybody who wants to know more about gender, from its biology, history and
sociology, to how it plays a role in our relationships and interactions with family,
friends, partners and strangers. It looks at practical ways people can express their
own gender, and will help you to understand people whose gender might be
different from your own. With activities and points for reflection throughout, this
book will help people of all genders engage with gender diversity and explore the
ideas in the book in relation to their own lived experiences.
Sex Changes Jun 13 2021 Hailed a 'revolutionary antidote to America's growing
sexual conservatism', Califia is the most outspoken and intelligent commentator
on sexual politics writing today. Sex Changes combines his meticulously
researched contemporary history of transexuality with his trademark fearless
criticism of mainstream sex culture. Writing about both male-to-female and
female-to-male transsexuals, Califia examines the lives of early transgender
pioneers and activists. In this new edition, he speaks intimately about becoming a
parent in a two-father household.
Boys Like Her Aug 15 2021 Boys like her us an adrenaline-rush road movie of
young queer life and gender transformation. First stop, the Canada-U.S. border,
four young queers in a borrowed car pulled over, notebooks, make-up, clothes and
violin flung out on the concrete. The car is checked for drugs, contraband, fruit and declared clean. The four in a borrowed car are smuggling dangerous goods.
But what they're smuggling can't be sniffed out, pawed through, or seized. They're
smuggling stories, poetry, scripts; words they've sold in performance on-stage.
Felons, all of them, they've memorized their act and now are speeding away from
the border, smiling, self-satisfied and definitely up to no good. Join Anna, Ivan,
Zoe and Lyndell as they evade customs, tell their stories, forget underwear, break
hearts and come clean. Surrender yourself to the brash fun of Zoe's Amsterdam
"sideshow", to the darling day when Ivan first sheds her bikini top, to the fearless
audacity of Anna's superhero adventure, and the soulfol guiding spirit of Lyndell's
violin, Experience the world and truth of Taste This, where stories have no hard
and fast boundaries, where gender and genre are malleable and where

transgression is often the way to the most delightful transformations.
Trans People in Love Jul 02 2020 Trans People in Love is a illuminating resource
for members of the trans community and their partners and families; gay, lesbian,
bisexual, queer, and intersex people; sexologists; sex therapists; counselors;
psychologists; psychotherapists; social workers; psychiatrists; medical doctors;
educators; students; and couples and family therapists. Trans People in Love
provides a forum for the experience of being in love and in relationships with
significant others for members of the trans community. This honest and respectful
volume tells clinicians, scholars, and trans people themselves of the beauty and
complexity that trans identity brings to a romantic relationship, what skills and
mindsets are needed to forge positive relationships, and demonstrates the reality
that trans people in all stages of transition can create stable and loving
relationships that are both physically and emotionally fulfilling.
My Gender Workbook Sep 28 2022 With "My Gender Workbook," Bornstein brings
theory down to earth and provides a practical approach to living with or without a
gender. She also takes aim at efforts to naturalize gender differences.
Gender Outlaw Aug 27 2022 Gender Outlaw is the work of a woman who has been
through some changes--a former heterosexual male, a one-time Scientologist and
IBM salesperson, now a lesbian woman writer and actress who makes regular
rounds on the TV (so to speak) talk shows. In her book, Bornstein covers the
"mechanics" of her surgery, everything you've always wanted to know about
gender (but were too confused to ask) addresses the place and politics of the
transgendered and intterogates the questions of those who give the subject little
thought, creating questions of her own.
Gender Outlaw May 24 2022 “I know I’m not a man ... and I’ve come to the
conclusion that I’m probably not a woman, either.... The trouble is, we’re living in
a world that insists we be one or the other.” With these words, Kate Bornstein
ushers readers on a funny, fearless, and wonderfully scenic journey across the
terrains of gender and identity. With a new introduction by the author On one
level, Gender Outlaw details Bornstein’s transformation from heterosexual male to
lesbian woman, from a one-time IBM salesperson to a playwright and performance
artist. But this particular coming-of-age story is also a provocative investigation
into our notions of male and female, from a self-described nonbinary
transfeminine diesel femme dyke who never stops questioning our cultural
assumptions. Gender Outlaw was decades ahead of its time when it was first
published in 1994. Now, some twenty-odd years later, this book stands as both a
classic and a still-revolutionary work—one that continues to push us gently but
profoundly to the furthest borders of the gender frontier.
Straight White Men Sep 16 2021 An edgy new work on class and privilege from
one of our most adventurous playwrights.
You and Your Gender Identity Oct 05 2020 With exercises and self-care practices,
“this book is for anyone who wants to explore their gender more deeply” (Sam
Dylan Finch, transgender writer and activist). Are you wrestling with questions
surrounding your gender that just don’t seem to go away? Do you want answers to
questions about your gender identity, but aren’t sure how to get started? In this
groundbreaking guide, Dara Hoffman-Fox, LPC—accomplished gender therapist

and thought leader whose articles, blogs, and videos have empowered thousands
worldwide—helps you navigate your journey of self-discovery in three
approachable stages: preparation, reflection, and exploration. In You and Your
Gender Identity, you will learn: Why understanding your gender identity is core to
embracing your full being How to sustain the highs and lows of your journey with
resources, connection, and self-care How to uncover and move through your
feelings of fear, loneliness, and doubt Why it’s important to examine your past
through the lens of gender exploration How to discover and begin living as your
authentic self What options you have after making your discoveries about your
gender identity
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